Sisters,

Sigma Kappas make a bold commitment each day to *live with heart*. Being a chapter officer is a great example of devotion to the values of Sigma Kappa. Living with heart makes us more compassionate individuals; leading purposeful lives rooted in a strong sense of character and values, ultimately making us who we are.

During this tumultuous time we are reminded that **kindness** and **sisterhood** truly matter. As a former chapter officer, we want to share with you an opportunity to convey your love and encouragement with our nearly 2,000 current collegiate chapter officers.

Due to school closures, chapter officers are working diligently to lead their chapters, redirect/postpone fundraising and social events, work with advisors and corporation board leaders to evaluate finance issues, conduct new member meetings virtually, plan alternative programming for Order of the Triangle ceremonies, and the list goes on and on. Let’s support them through this!

The Sigma Kappa Foundation has created a [Google Form](#) to capture your words of encouragement for these chapter leaders. We know it will mean the world to them to hear from their peers of the past. We will compile the responses and share with them throughout the remaining days of the academic year. Please submit your response on the Google Form by **April 15, 2020**.

Thanks for sharing joy!

Sincerely,

Teresa Creech Glassman, *Gamma Lambda*
Director of Donor Relations